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Johnson takes,steps to better Res. Life
by Sue Swill and
Jim Emilie
- Statl Writers

lies heard nothing but good from the
"Johnson got his chance at the rally
students living on campus and nothing
to cypress his desire to find out why the
hut bad from students living off cam- students are disgruntled at Residential
pus," he said.
Life ... what they want and his imOM() President Arthur Johnson
Act-to said the committee is a good
mediate concern is to -get things
established an ad hoc committee last
idea because "it has the potential for a
going." he said.
week to provide him with an overall pielot of input from both outsiders and
, Conway said one of the issues he
- 14111: Of the working and living conditions
staff members, as well as students."
would like to bring to the committee's atin Ukl()%.--Residential- Life.
-Clinton Winne, assistant dean of the tention -wits-the- availability of a 'SOF
A I4-member committee was ap- College of Engineering and Science and
month housing contract for students
pointed by Johnson after he heard sat-. chairman of the committee, said the
living in dormitories, as opposed to the
dent speakers espies% their dissatisfacfunction of the committee is to "solicit
current one-year contract.
tion at a student rally, called -Students suggestions for improving the quality of
The committee is made up of
Are People Too" on April 12. Johnson
lite in residence halls. "We're trying to
students, faculty and administrators, but
make the student experience here at
said Tuesday.
Johnson said Residential Life employees
"I thought the gist of the, rally
UMO More attractive." Winne said.
were not chosen because he is interested
, focused on the students' dissension with
John Hanson, director of the bureau
in "outsiders' impressions of the way
Residential life."
of labor education and a committee
they ,thonght Residential Life was
He said."Eve stayed in residence- halts insunbvi, said, 'Students -nationwide
overnight and eaten in the dining camusually leave the residence halls after two
Johnson said, "I hope to get an obef,this-problenHatietivemerview foomi people that thaw-e4exes and-really hadn't heard a lot of—year,
negative feedback until the rally.
LIMO)is because of conditions here, we faith in."
"But it wasn't only because of the rally
would like to know about it.
Hanson said, "We don't have any
that 1 established this committee," he
"If there's a serious problem we
preconceived notions of the situation,so
said. "I've heard in the past from
should try to find a solution." Hanwe should represent the students'
employees and front people that have
son said.
needs."
moved off campus that they've been
Paul Conway, president of UMO's stuWinne agreed and said the committee
unhappy with certain aspects of Residendent government and a committee
would be open and objective in dealing
inembsr,said7s1 think ft s(the committial I ire.with whatever is brought to its attention.
[llamas Aceto, vice president for stutee) an excellent idea because there's
Johnson said he expects a report from
dent and administrative services, said, direct input from the students who work
the committee before the end of UN10's
"Johnson set up the committee about a
with Residential Life on a day-to-day
spring semester.
Students and staff can speak to the
week ago ho:ause he's ansious to WC that
basis and wider input from the outside
committee at 3:30 p.m., Thursday, April
everything at the university is going
community."
Conway said the establishment of the
25 in the Hinton Conference Center.
smoothly.
Winne said more meetings are plann"He wants- to final out what the Iftlf4 committee had "in some part toile with
is about the way Residential I ife is run: the rally-.
ed, but the times hase not been decided.

GSS slashes boards' budgets
(
ay said he was taking a conser- number of graduate students who this
by ken Bock
valise approach to the budget while scar received grants.) These people come
Staff Writer
keeping
in mind that if there is. a surplus back from conferences with information
Student government boards- and
in addition to what is in the books.
next fall, money will be reallocated first
organizations received cuts in their
to student boards and clubs_
When you have better informed graduate _
1985-86 budgets as-the General Student
Financial
Affairs
teaching assistants, there are better
Vice
President
for
Senate passed the budget Tuesday night.
undergradute programs."
k im Downs said the projected decline in
Student Government President Paul
In other budgets, the GSS deleted an
Conway told the senate each board cut students means a decrease in nest years
additional
$2,000 dollars from the Stubudget
to
$280,000
dollars
from
this.
during Executive Budgetary Committee
years $297,500 dollars, when 8,500 dent Entertainment Activities Commitmeetings last week would receive a
tee while asking for an itemized list for
estimated full-time students have been
suporting student government activities. SEA's special events budget. Off Cam- The Graduate Student Board was the pus Senator Chris Bradley proposed 4he
only board to receive an Increase in th-ER—V.000 dollar cuts saving-that SEA has .
budget after the initial cuts made by the a 82,000 deficit from last year and took
out a loan from David Rand. associate
['BC — not including the five percent
dean for student activities and organizareallocation.
Lions. to pay it.
The senate passed a motion by OffLater in the meeting, the GSS passed
Campus Senator Nitin Anturkar to ina resolution sponsored by Bradley that
crease funding for graduate student
requires all boards, committees and
grants by $ 4,500 dollars. The original
grant request of $ 15,000 dollars had clubs of the student government to submit loan proposals to the GSS, Student
brvi cut by the EBC to $7,500, and was
Legal Services and the EBC before seekrestored to $12,000 dollars after Aning
to take out a loan.
turkar's motion passed.
In other budget action, two motions
Anturkar, a graduate student in
chemical engineering, said the grants are to restore money deleted from the Inter
Dormitory Board were defeated. York
"very important for students to research
Hall Senator Mark Livingston proand go to conferences to present and
hear research papers."
posed to replace nearly 52,000 dollars
Off campus board President Chris deleted from the I DB movie rentals and
- Paul Conway
McEvoy sponsored an unsuccessful ma- `postage budget, and later. Penobscot
Hall Senator Pat Quinnaskel the senate
leallocation for 5 percent al its budget non to delete all grant.funds for graduate
from the student government surplus. students. McEvoy cited the student to "fund the IDB for its fall request."
01 the 29 percent cur in the IDB
says
none
of
ths
constitution,
which
government
with the stipulation that
"Ni, part of student government shall
budget, Quinn said. "On-campus
money he used to pay salaries.
As he had told board and organiza- benefit individual students ...," and he students should get their fair share of
funds distribution and should not be
tion leaders during EBC meetings Iasi asked. "Is it right that ue are giving
week. Conway told the senate "The thousands of dollars to a feu in. chastised."
Also, the GSS gave preliminary appremise for these budget allocations is disidualsr
provel to the Investment Club, the Order
Vice President of the Graduate Stuthe projected decline in enrollment from
next
of
Omega and the Arnold -Air
students
dent
Board
Lisa
Tabak
said.
"The
grants
8,000
around
8.5(8) to
tall." Mite to the projected decrease, do not benefit only 38 people. (The Society.

Board presidents'
Hetes ran.
on budget cuts
by Eric Wickland
Staff Writer
Responses to recent budget cut
proposals for UMO student
government boards by the executive budget committee have
been both laudatory and critical,
and at least one board plans to
challenge those cuts.
Susan Couturier, president of
the Intenlormitory Board, said,
"I'm practically inoperative. The
salary cuts (for IDB) were
ridiculous."
Couturier said the IDB budget
cut proposal totals 29 percent,
dropping from this year's
$17,267.40 to a projected
$12,302.90. Many IDB programs
will be affected, she said. especially
Homecoming festivities.
Couturier said a $900
miscellaneous fund, set up
primarily to tover expenses for a
Free dance in Wells Commons with
a live band, was cut entirely.
She also said that student
government salaries are being untouched by the cuts.
"Slf they are going to cut
everyone else," she said, "they
should themselves take price
cuts."
Couturier said she hopes to sway
enough student senators to reject
the budget cut proposals.
Wade Blaufuss. president of
Student Entertainment and Activities, also said he was
"bothered" by the fact that student
government salaries were not being
cut.
"I just don't think that's fair,"
he said.
SEA's budget proposal, according to the minutes of the April 12
EBC meeting, will be cut from
$53,522.69 to $44,802.69.
Blaufuss said funding for concerts was cut from $21,000 to
$13,000, thus making it virtually
impossible for any more big name
concerts, such as those presented
by the Fixx and General Public.
"There is obviously a problem on
campus," he said, "but it's with
the students. General Public has
sold out every single concert performance in the Northeast except
for here."
Blaufuss said the student
government "has every right" to
propose these budget cuts, and
that "they just want more control
over the boards."
Mark Slater, graduate student
senate coordinator for the
Graduate Student Board, said,
-The reaction they took was very.
logical, conservatively speaking.
These are necessary cuts based on
(decreased) enrollment."
GSB's proposed budget has
been decreased from $24,269.00 to
$15,257.00, with funding for the
(see BUDGET CUTS pose 3)
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Resource Assessment Service
WORD PROCESSING AND DATA ENTRY
RAS NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE
TYPING, MANUSCRIPT, AND DATA ENTRY SERVICE
Cover iRtiorr,
PeSurfies
fOurseil Require', ,
• '.,..,Cr.essful Pt.,sertlatv.o. ol four Ideas and
Quality Proofing and Formatting
and Redrafting
Editing
Elletlfire
• Are Offer Efficient and CoSItor CuSloniinng YOU, HtSlitne and (over tatters
Styles
vont
Type
of.
• tatter Outplay Printing in a Variety'
C6144417/ Paws Fcematting
Technical
Screntfltr,
and
• We Are ExperienKed In Pmsentatron of
Documents min Tables and Graphics

• itwse%

Data Files Entered arid sfrritied
FAST. COURTEOUS, AND RELIABLE SERVICE
To Place Your Order Call or Write
Word Processing Department
Resource Assessment Service
P.O. Box 321
Orono, Maine 04473
(207) 945-9626

• Computer

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED
Two Year Degree with Opportunities to work as:
Environmental Engineering Technicians
(Water, Wastewater, Air, Noise & qolid Waste)
Process Chemists
Quality Control Technicians
Contact: Admissions Office
EMVTI, 354 Hogan Rd.
Bangor, Me. 04401
942-5217 or (941-4600)
Other Engineering Programs in Electronics &
Electric Power
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Bankers fear Reagan's financial aid cuts
wk

:ay
Ye
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WASHINGTON (CPS) — Banking
leaders are scurrying to head off an
obscure provision of the Reagan administration's package of proposed student financial aid cuts that they said
threatens to kill the whole student loan
program.
The administration wants to cut the
amount of money Washington pays
banks when they make student loans.
The loans, of course, carry interest
rates lower than the bank could get if it
used the money for standard commercial loans. To encourage banks to loan

the money to students instead, the
government pays banks the difference
between regular interest rates and student loan interest rates.
The administration wants to cut
payments to banks by $150 million next
year. It argues banks can still make a
reasonable profit on student loans.
Not so, say the bankers.
"These loans are not high profit loans
as it is now," said Joe Belew, government relations director for the Consumer
Banks Association (CBA1.
"If this reduction goes through, it

would virtually kill the entire
government-guaranteed student loan
program," he said.
"The program would not be workable
or attractive for bankers anymore,"
said Floyd Stoner of the American
Bankers Association.
Although bankers as a rule have considerable success defending their turf in
congress, banking leaders note this is the
first time they've had to fight the Reagan
administration over student loans.
One key higher education official
agrees the threat to the loan program is

real. "I'm satisfied this should be taken
seriously," said Jean Frohlicher, who
represents state higher education loan
agencies.
At issue is the "special allowance"
banks receive from the federal government to make up for the difference between the low interest rates on
Guaranteed Student Loans (currently 8
percent) and the interest rates banks
would be able to earn loaning the money
to the private sector.
Bankers say it would wipe out banks'
profits on student loans.

BIW strike winds down; negotiations resume
BATH (AP) — A clerical workers'
strike that disrupted production at Bath
Iron Vv'orks wound down Tuesday as the
two sides agreed to resume negotiations
and ship builders who stayed out in sympathy made plans to return to work.
Talks between BIW and Local of the
Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America, which
represents the 375 workers who went on

strike at midnight Sunday, were
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Meanwhile, the IUMSWA's Local 6
was advising its 4,500 production
employees to return to work beginning
with the first shift on Wednesday. Most
had stayed out for the past two days,
refusing to cross Local 7's picket
lines.
Charlotte Boron, spokeswoman for

picket lines to work the day shift TuesLocal 7, said her union's executive committee voted unanimously "to suggest - day, an increase of 200 from the day
and recommend" that members of the
before. He said the company has maintained normal business hours and
larger union return to their jobs.
regular shifts at all facilities throughout
"We thank them for their support and
the strike.
as of midnight tonight they'll be going
"The present strike and its support
back to work," she said.
will not break BIW's determination to
Boyton said a conversation between a
striker on the picket line and BIW presi- achieve ..rational, competitive and
cent William Haggett, who suggested
equitable collective bargaining contracts
that the union president give him a call, with Local 7 and Local 6 in 1985,"
McGregor said. "BIW hopes the confuled to the resumption of talks.
--(continued from page I)
sion which now exists is quickly clarified
The strike began after Local 7 rejected
a company proposal to extend its con- and all of our employees will return to
-come back- and .ask for that reallma- tract to June 30. the same day the conwork promptly."
i viii.
Ray Ladd, president of Local 6, said
tract with Local 6 is scheduled to run
Conway also said a 5 perCent increase out.
his members will continue to
in funding has already been allocated to
BIW, a major Navy contractor, has demonstrate support for the clerical
all boards for "programming."
workers by picketing "on our own time"
acknowledged that an extended walkout
The following is a list of General Stu; could have an adverse impact on produc- and during lunch hours.
dent Senate boards, the budgets they re- tion schedules. Its Bath yard is working
Ladd said the recommendation that
quested and the proposed budgets set by on a Navy cruiser and a guided missile the shipbuilders return to their jobs was
the [BC:
frigate, while its Portland ship repair initiated by the striking clerical workers,
— Board of Student Organizations re- facility is overhauling two destroyers. with no prodding from his union.
"We put no pressure on Local 7 whatquested $1,950.00: [BC proposed BlVs' spokesman Jim McGregor said
S1,550.00.
about 900 production workers crossed soever. They approached Us," he said.
— Off-Campus Board requested
SI8,786.00;[BC proposed S16,306.00.
— Student Legal Services requested
VVTOS
55/.650,00; [BC proposed the same
proudly presents
budget.
— Guest Lecture Series requested-- •
S30,930.00; EBC proposed S27,245.00.
— Club Sports Advisory Committee
requested 511,748.59;[BC proposed the
same budget.
— Panhellenic Council requested
56.345.50;[BC proposed S4,9q:50.
— University of Maine FrArnity•
Board requested $9,557.00;[BC proposed $8,207.00.
— UMO Children's Center requested
Englisti Beal)
$3.268.00: [BC proposed the same
budget.
(Werner''
'
.
with the Charlie Peacock Band as back up
— Fair Elections Practices Commitice requested $I.662.60; EBC proposed
51.012.60.
— Finally, the student government has
University of Maine at Orono, Memorial Gym
an operating budget of S26.180.00.

•Budget cuts
015,
,

r.C11t,

*ads and

>f Dimes

graduate student-coordinated Maine En.
sironmental Technical Information Service eliminated entirely.
"Budge( cuts are always too much,"
Slater said. "but we hase to work within
the means that we have."
Slater said every board has a "wish
list" added to its budget proposal. Thai
list, he said, is made up of funding they
would like to receive, but usuallv won't
because it isn't important enough.
"It's better to look at things comervativelv," he said. "If the mones is
not there. I don't think we can spend
ii.' Student Government President
Paul Conwav said the proposed budgets
have been allocated on a lower number
ot students attending UNIO nest
semester. He said the student government is planning on an enrollment of
8.000 students, rather than the 8,5110 of
this year.
"Alai less and less students." he
said. -you have to cut doon the number
of students you're allocating your budget
on.
Conway said (he student government
was mos ing toward a conservatise
estimate and budget proposals, so as to
present any chance of a deficit and
create the possibility of a surplus.
"We will re-allocate themoney nest
fall if there is a surplus." he said. "In
!he fall. those boards are welcome to

Gevve vtlbuc,

Friday, April 26, 1985 8:00 p.m.
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If you are graduating in May and received a National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) while you
were at UMO, you must attend an NDSL exit interview before you graduate. Exit interviews for
last names A to L will be held Monday evening,
April 22nd. at 7:00 pm in 101 Neville Hall. For
last names M to Z, the sessions will be held
Thursday evening, April 25th at 7:00 pm in 101
Neville Hall. You may attend the other session
if you cannot attend with your proper group. If
you cannot attend either session, please contact the Loan Department at 581-1533.
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UMO Students- $11.00
Others- $12.00
$1.00 more the day of show
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Today Only
General Public Tickets 1/2 price. Buy your first
ticket, get the second at 1/2 price

For further info contact SEA at 581-1802

4 rho oath i Alamo Camps.. Ileilnewhm -Irird 24.

World/U.S. News
U.S. demands Soviet apology
-"YeAlltttNIOTONTAPT,
:.1Tte-While-Frouse saidTiiCsday the-WiefiTtiori—
ssiIltaee "adserse consequence." if it refuses to deal in a responsible manner
with the U.S. requests for an apologs and compensation for the fatal shooting
it Maj. Arthur Ni,:holson.
Spokesman Larry Speakes declined to sat whether the incident might lead
President Ronald Reagan to pass up a summit meeting he has said he wants
to have with Soviet leader Alikhail Gorbaches.
"1 still lease it exacils where it is. Adserse consequences. period."'
Speake: told reporter..
An administration official. speakine on condition he not be identified, said
he incident was unlikels to interfere with prospects for the -Summit.
"The fact that this thing has been handled Fedi!, throughout by the Sot lief.
should not be linked to the issue of the summit." the official said.

Mother trtes to kill 5 children
MOUNT HOL.a. N.J. IAN - A woman found screaming in her front
said with a drugged child in her arms had fed her foe children sedatise-laced
milkshakes and then sipped the potentialls lethal -Immure herself, police said
Tuesday...,
A less hours earlier, the woman had been happily talking with neighbors
before leasing to Its dinner.
Donna Harris, 28; was charged with five counts of attempted murder and five counts of reckless endangerment of her children, who range in age from
4 to 13. police Detectise Dan Holba said.
-Harris and her children were reported in stable condition today at hospitals
in New Jersey and Philadelphia but it could be seseral dass. or even weeks.
before police can inters kw her about what happened Sunday night, Police
Chief Stephen Niebergall said.
Instmigators found 150 empts• capsules of Dalmane. a prescription sleep- •
ing pill, and believed the drug was poured into the drinks. Ses•eral bags filled
with prescription drugs and over-the--counter remedies were also found in the
house. Officers found a fise-page letter at the home that they believe was written by Harris but base refused to disclose its contents. saying that could
haniper the prosecution.

Soriets mar resiinte union ties

(:hifia, .
PEK1NCi(AP)-China's main federation of trade unions announced Tuesday it would consider resuming ties with the Sosiet trade union mi.-semen'.
The olficial Xinhua News Agenes• quoted the federation's Vice President
Wang Jiachong as saying the action was in the interest of world peace and
i4111054111.1.4 car's restoration of union ties with the Sos let bloc countries,
Of East Ciermany and Hungars.
China's union, broke relation,w it h those in Eastern bloc countries in 1967.
after the Chinese-Sew iet ideological dispute that ruptured diplomatic relations.
Chinese and Sosietleaders have been negotiating a resumption of ties. The
main obstacles are Chinese opposition to Sosiet troops in Afghanistan, the
deployment of Sosiet soldiers near the Chinese border and Aloscow's support of its Vietnamese allies occupying Cambodia.

_coke to change its secretformula
NEW NoRk (API- Coca-Cola Co. announced Tuesday that it is changing the sc.:Fel flasor formula for Coke. its flagship product for 99 years and
the world's best-selling soli drink.
Esceutises would not specifs at a new.eonference about whether the new:
product is sweeter-tasting. possibly to asoid embarrassment mei Claims in a
recently canceled adsertising campaign that Pepsi was sweeter and, therefore
not as good a, Coke.
"letu can't manufacture sweetness.' said Roberto Goizueta. chairman
Jnd chief executise officer ot the Atlanta-based company "It's a smoother.
rounder, sts bolder taste, les a more harmonious flasot"
Coca-Cola executives suggested earlier in the day at a meeting with securities
analssts that the new(-oke does taste sweeter than before, hut still is not as
sweet-tasting as .Pepsi. the No. 2 brand, analssts said.
Hie old(oke has about 135 calories and the new Coke about two more
2 ,i
cs while Pepsi has 138 and Royal Crown Cola 140, said Das id
analsst with she nisi:simian firm E.F. Hutton & Co,

PEACE CORPS
Touching the lives of millions
Peace Corps continues to promote the greatest ideals of
America in developing nations around the world.
Caring • Hope Generosity Kordwork Friendship
Share the dream • Become a volunteer
For further information contact
Roger Cooper - Campus Recruiter
205 Winslow Hall
UMO 581-3209

Rotir

Congress splits
on contra aid

- The
ASHINGTON I
. While
Republican-led Senate soted se,
the.Democratic-cont rolled House soled
no ThCsdas night to President Ronald
Reagan's SI4 million in direct C.S. aid to
contra insurgents seeking to merthrow
the leftist gosernment of Nicaragua.
The,53-46 Senate sow .was taken
stuvrtly after the president pledged to
reopen direct negotiation,betv,ven- the
Lnited States and the'Sandinista gos eriimem. the 1.0 issue in Democratisf-opposition to Reagan's polies toward Central America.
--Voling for - the legislation nese 43
Republicans and 10 Democrats: sifting
Denuicrais and nine
no nere
Republicans.
-Srx
-Vitically. the Senate ,tt'p's'.Csl an
_appropriation tor
mtary or
paramilitars operations in Nicaragua."
But Reagan promised in a letter
delisered to Senate Majority Leader
Robert Dole onls a few hours before the
sole that he would use the funds for nonlethal purposes for the rest of the fiscal
year ending Sept. 30.
- Despite Democratic sleptieism about
Reagan's intention,. Dole said, "I think
we can trust the word of the president
of the United State.."
Following the Senate sow. the House
cored 248,180 against the proposal,
which now sets up a continuing congressional debatge oser w het her to allow
Reagan-to provide non-lethal asistairss
to the rebels.
The House sole was the first ofthree
on aid to the contras, and the two remaining alternatises 'sere, expected to be

hcti tites are taken
Illttill closet
Wednesday
One choice sponsored by House
Democrats would require that the SI4
million be spent through' the United Nations or the International Red Cross for
'icaraguan refugees and to enforce ans
peace negotiated by countries in the eentral American region.
- The seermel- alternative. proposed Is.
House Republican leader Robert Michel
ot Illinois and supported by the president. Would gise recognition to the contras tr.. distributing non-lethal aid to
them through the United States Agency
for InternatiOnal Development.
. .As sows neared in the two houses, the
division over N icaraguan policy became
sharply partisan, with Republicans hinting that necis. commumst successes-in
Central--.Ameriea would be blamed onDemocrats in future elections.
"1 think it will be a sery tough
political issue in 1986," said Sen.
Richard Lugar. Rind., chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relation. Committee.
"The sotes that are going to be cast are
ones thararerteing to be remembered for
a long time."
Democrats said their goal was to present Reagan from getting the United
States into another Vietnam by going to
war in Central America.
"There are tough, non-militars steps,
we could take against Nicaragua that we
base not taken." said Rep. l ye
Flanillioik lYlnd.. chairman of the
House Intelligence Committee. "There
is j better was to deal with our problem,
in Nicaragua than bs fighting this nasty
little star."

Reagan says Congress
should approve budget
WASHINGTON IAP) -'President
Ronald Reagan said Tuesday that Congress should "stop'making excuses and
start showing some backbone and
leadership" by appros ing a politically
hazardous budget plan limiting Social
Security increases and killing some
popular spending programs.
Areuing that Amtrack subsidies and
the Job Corps should be terminated
along with other programs. Reagan said,
-Ue can no longer afford to finance
eserything."
Reagan addressed the annual meeting
of the National Association of Realtors
in the opening of a lobbying campaign
for congressional approval of a plan intended to shrink the federal deficit below
S100 billion by 1988 without raising
UM&
The audience of seseral thousand real
estate brokers cheered and applauded the
presidentand promised to urge Congress
to vote for the plan endorsed by Reagan
and Senate Republican leaders.
In a full-page newspaper advertisement, the association called the proposal
"big, bold, brave" and said it should be supported, even though "nobody could
like every part of it."
Reagan readily acknowledged that
passage of the budget "will not be easy
to get through the political process."

He said lobbyists representing various
interest groups were working with sympathetic members of Congress to
tubstitute tax increases for budget cuts.
The Senate opens debate on the
budget package Wednesday. and Reagan
will make an address on the budget front
the Oval Office Wednesday night.
Republicans and Democrats alike are
drafting amendments to save some of the
more than a dozen programs targeted for
extinction or soften the blow aimed at
a longer list of projects in line for deep
cuts or spending freezes. Reagan's plan
will also have to compete with comprehensive alternative budgets containing tax increases and a one-year freeze
in Social Security benefits for all but
low-income recipients.
Reagan's plan would curb the increase
in Pentagon spending to 3 percent after
inflation. Reagan called that a "rock
bottom level" and said, "We can no
longer afford to use defense spending as
a whipping boy for the failure of Congress to make the necessary reductions
in our domestic spending."
The plan also would limit Social
Security increases to 2 percent for each
of the next three years - which is less
than the 4 percent expected rise in inflation. Any increase over 4 percent would
be matched by higher benefits.
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Round one ends; Soviets upset with arms talks
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GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) — The
fiist round of superpower arms talks
ended Tuesday, and Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev accused the
United States of reneging on a pledge to
discuss a ban on space-based
weapons.
Summing up the first six weeks of
talks, chief U.S. negotiator Max
Kampelman told reporters "a great deal
remains to be done" to bridge the gap
between the superpowers.
To date U.S. and Soviet negotiators
have met for 54 hours in 21 sessions.
Most of these were meetings of working
groups in three separate areas —
strategic nuclear missiles, medium-range

rockets and space weapons and defense
systems.
In Moscow, Gorbachev said,
"Washington does not seek agreement
with the Soviet Union."
In remarks reproduced by the official
news agency Tass, Gorbachev told the
Communist Party Central Committee
that the negative U.S. response to his
arms control initiative two weeks earlier,
"clearly show.the United States' reluctance to lead matters to reasonable
results."
.Gorbachev said the Reagan administration, "refuses in general to
discuss the question of the race from
spreading to space simultaneously with

Vermont's drinking age
increases by one year
Vermont's drinking age of 18 is the
MONTPELIER, VT. (API — The
Vermont Senate. resisting pressure to lowest among states in the Northeast.
join the nationwide more toward a .The governor's push for raising the age
uniform drinking age of 21, Tuesday en- _comes partly from a pact with other New
dorsed legislation that would raise the England governors to ado_Mit uniform
age.
slate's drinking age to 19.
The bill would also allow those who
Opponents and supporters of a higher
turn 18 before July 1 — when the new drinking age agreed on one thing: raislaw would take eflect — to continue buy- ing it will not end alcohol abuse by teening alcohol.
agers or eliminate alcohol-related
"I can live with it easier than lean live tragedies on Vermont highways.
with 21." said Sen. Douglas Baker, R"This is not a solution to the proNddison, rsho opposed any increase. blem." said Sen. Edgar May, D"But I'm not happy'. We will be Windsor. the only General Affairs Comremembered as the Senate that raised the mittee member to far or raising the age.
drinking age." "There is no such single solution. This
Final action is expected Wednesday, legislation, in the affirmative, is one tiny:,
setting the stage or a tough battle very difficult step in the right direcbetween House and Senate negotiators. tion."

the discussion of the question of nuclear
arms limitation and reduction."
The spokesman for the U.S. delegation
in Geneva had no comment on Gorbachev's remarks.
Speaking to reporters after the final
two-hour
negotiating
session,
Kampelman told reporters, "The

American delegation expected these
negotiations to be difficult, and they
hare been."
Reading from a prepared statement,
Kampelman said, "We look foreward to
the resumption of our sessions when the
second round opens May 30. A great
deal remains to be done."

Gorbachev adds 3 men
to the ruling Politburo
MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail Gorbachev on Tuesday added three men, including the head of the KGB secret
police, to the ruling Politburo in a move
seen as tightening the new Sos:iet leader's
hold on the Communist Party hierarchy.
The appointments were made public
at the regular spring meeting of the
party's Central Committee, which also
announced that the 27th Communist
Party congress will be held on Feb. 25,
1986.
Tuesday'S meeting of the Central
Committee was the first since Gorbachev
assumed party leadership on March 11.
In an address to the 300-plus members
of the policy-setting body, Gorbachev
said the United States had demonstrated
in the first round of Geneva arms talks
that it does not want an agreement. He
said the Reagan administration had
reneged on a pledge to discuss a weapons
ban in space.
The Politburo, which at ten voting
members following Chernenko's death
was at its smallest size in years, was
enlarged to 13.
in 13 months of Chernenko's rule, no

A newly formed committee would like for students and
employees at UMO to provide it with information concerning
the working and living conditions of Residential Life. This
committee was formed last week by President Arthur
Johnson.
If you would like to talk with members of this committee,
your first opportunity will be Thursday, April 25 at 3:30 pait:
in the Hilltop Conference Center.
Written comments may also be submitted to 105 Barrows
Hall,-care of the ad hoc Residential Life Committee.
Your input will help make UMO a better place to live.

changes were made on the Politburo or
on the Central Committee's powerful
Secretariat.
The three new full Politburo members
are:
— KGB chief Viktor Chebrikov, 61,
promoted from alternate membership.
— Nikolai Ryzhkov, 55. who has a
background in heavy industry and is
chief of the Central Committees
economic department.
— Yegor Ligachev, 64, head of the
party department that exercises control-- over membership and appointments.
The three new members have been
closely identified with Chernenko's
predecessor, Yuri Andropov, who was
considered to be Gorbachev's mentor.
Andropov named Chebrikov to the
post he had once occupied — that of
KGB chief. Ligachey and Gorbachev
helped organize party and parliamentary
elections in 1983-84.

Now Showing
, Good Summer
Sublets Available
All Sizes
Walking Distance
To UMO

Ekelund Properties
866.2516
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UNIVERS:TY OF MAINE AT ORONO
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What the
flip?

Editorialv

Positive

politics

TT

e \.'u- Pia: Tunes reported-that the Park
Police nho dragged awax.more than 250
d
from in front of the White
llow.e Mondas were " ...- sisibly contemptuous ot
the most!. youthtuiprotsstors..". Non it may be that the police in charge of the
ipCf:1111.11 Nene angry that their duties for the day
mcluded hems lifting under a hot sun on a 92
degree day. hut it seems more likely they oppose
people placing their bodies in "off-limits" areas to
make a political- statement.
•
On the assumption that most Park Police officers and others contemptuous of peaceful .demonstrations behest: in democratic political
change, the reaction on Monday is a display of
primitise hypocrisy:Peaceful demonstrations are gaining pormiarits
as a legitimate method of forcing alternathe views
on the limited attention span of the American
publiec and their mum shoulgl he-welcemiect-as the - resorgencc of political activisin amidst the retain.:
apathy of the-4980's,
The dedication and personal commitment of the
White House demonstrators — who brought their
bodies in line nith their consciences — is to be
commended. There are fen people who are concerned enough with the direction of the country to
get tip out of their armchairs.
In addition to the demonstration at the White
House. staged to protest domestic budget cuts and
the Reagan adniinistration's policies in Central
America and South Africa. college students around

(
,p4AH, MVCH TOO mcS.SY

the country are taking an actiseerart in forcing
their schools to sell off investments in American
countries doing business in apartheid South Africa.
The protest at Columbia Oil,
blocking an
entrance to a campus building with an around-the- •
'clock sit-in in support of divestiture will end on
Thursday after four necks. Nothing has been
damaged. no one's been hurt, and the students
made their point.
Sit-ins continue at Rutgers. Cornell and
Princeton- universities, at the University-of Califor=
Ilia at Berkely and-Santa-C:rtit,
om began
Monday at Syracuse Unisersity.
It shouldn't matter how, one feels about the
issues taken up, or the solution, offered by the
demonstrators. Their sincerity and their nonviolence should be understood by all as a positiye
influence which can only serve to raise the level of
political discourse in the country.
- As Jesse Jackson told demonstrators on The 13%
11
of the Capitol on Saturday, it's time for people
with a point of s ie.% to stand and be heard. It's the
essence of democracy.
As the frequency of demonstrations increases
the number of reactionaries who are "sisibly contemptuous" is bound to increase. Bur-hopefully the
era of political debate taking place at the level of
_video imagery piped into homes is over.
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In in te
'Lam Friday a small band sil 20 UMO
students and professors left Orono for
Washington, D.C. The drise %.a. 13
4.r.,song and 114104SP• was hot. On Sim,day they were hack in Orono. The drive
was 13 hours long and the bus was hot.
In between the driving the "UMO
Inents" participated in the four-day
, prow.' called "April Actions for Peace.
Jobs and Justice." Speeches were
gisen by people as preffninent as Jesse
Jackson and the protest was highlighted
hy a-march from the White Rouse to- the
Capitol building..
The protest was different than those
Washington esperienced during the '60s
user the Vietnam War and esen in the
pows met the nuclear arms race
because it nas not et:men:id on one issue.
he "April Actions" dealt unit jobs, the
arms race, apartheid and threign
imersention.
UNIO professor and protest participant Doug Allen said the idea was to
make eseryone_reali/e these four areas
are all interconnected. People supporting
OM: should support the others
The four-day esent nas endorsed hs
- more than 80 national groups and attended try eseryone from college students
io the elderly to punk rockers also making it different than "traditional" prorests in the past. It was not a group of
"granola. hippie types with bandana.," but eset.day people from all
riser the country. The people may have
had different backgrounds, but they all
had one common denominator, they
participated. The "UNIO Twenty" made
the trip to Washington while there are
sot hers on this campus who think they're
motisated n hen they walk to class.
Most of the people who went down
from USK).are members of the Maine
Peace Action 'Committee. Often
members of NIP-SC are stereotyped as
those granolas nho argue for useless
causes are considered useless by
their peers because they deal with countries like South Africa and Nicaragua or
an issue like the MX missile. These issues
don't keep Joe College or Suzie
Homemaker from eating at 5 p.m. every
night or drinking on the weekends so
they don't file it a second thought._but
they should.
Blacks outnumber the ruling whites
more than three to one in South Africa,
but have no say in how the country is
run. South Africa may be a long way
from UMO or SINIU or UCLA, but it
should not be ignored. The same way
Central America and Ronald Reagan
should not he ignored.
Students all oser the United States
have been staging sit-ins and campus
den. tonsuraiOns recently as they refuse
accept the Reagan rheioric. In the wake
or the recent interest in South Africa.
%Nednesilay has been declared National
Student Anti-apartheid Protest Day.
If a piece of literature comes your nay
take a minute while you're on the library
steps or in the union and read it. Don't
bests ignorant to think that sthat's going tin around the world has no bearing
otiy Our life.
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Response
Corrections for Holocaust story

when writing

To the editor:

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Leiters should be 300 words or less:
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentarles and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld front
pubhution only under snerial circumstances. The Mame Campus reserves Ilse
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel

Spring has sprung
lo the editor:
this is a letter to thank the
Ill sterious artist who took the
phrase "Spring has sprung" and
made it a reality on the UMO
- campus. The colorful springs
which sprang ouj of the lawn
behind_ate hbrary rally tifarre
an already beautiful day — even

more beautiful and interesting.
I began to appreciate the "wire
flowers" even more as I sat and
watched passersby wonder and
query about their meaning.
Nes, UMO — spring has
finally -sprung!
Kimberly _Bailey
Old Town

Alpha Tau Omega is pleased
to announce the return of the
Fraternity Boxing Championships to the UMO campus after
a one year absence. Over the
past five years. ATO has raised
tttcr S11.000 for the United Was
Ins sponsorintz this greek 'event
and we are hoping this year's
contribution will be our biggest
ever.
Last year we ran into many
obstacles that made it impossible for us to hold the event. This
year, however, we have worked
very hard with the administration to make and follow safety
guidelines to make this event a

Commentary

D

killing of such great magnitude
will probably never occur again,
we must consider the number of
beings needlessly lost today in
battles, and perhaps try to draw
a lesson from what happened.
The Holocaust occurred just 40
years ago in the most advanced
area of the world at that time.
Finally, I thank the The Daily Maine Campus for publicizing the events, though I feel it.
TS - Unfortunate that there were
errors. Professor Steven Youra
and I have coordinated this progam, with assistance and support from others, in the hope
that the campus and community will join us in learning about
and commemorating the
tragedy.
Vivienne Joffe
York Village

Missing campus art works sought

ATO fight night
back this year
To the editor:

anniversary of liberation of the
concentration camp was recentI would like to clear up some ly observed by many around the
incorrect information which
work!. Numerous reunions have
was reported in the ankle about taken place, particularly in
the Holocaust commemoration
Israel and the United States.
program (Tuesday 4/16k The --In addition, I want to stress
statistic for the number of peo- that becominreducated about
ple who perished in the Nazi the atrocities that occurred is
concentration camps was given
very- necessary and pertinent toas 16 million. This is greatly in- day for a number of reasons.
accurate since, actually 10 to II
One of them was mentioned in
million-humans lost their lives. the article but I ;rant to ernSix million of these were Jews phasize it. Since most of the
while the rest were the physical- survivors are of the older
ly or. mentally handicapped. generation it is up to younger
homosexuals, the elderly and
people(like us)to carry out the
anyone else who was considered
memory and to become sources
of information .for the future
"inferior."
Also incorrectly stated was generations. It is a part of world
that a reunion of survivors was history that must be taught and
held at Auschwitz, Poland. In
not forgotten.
fact, there was no reunion in
Another reason for becoming
Auschwitz, however the-40th
knowledgable is that, although

To the editor.

model boxing program for
other campuses to follow.
We have had great support
from the administration, local
merchants, and the entire peek
system to get the event this far,
but we now need your support.
Take time out from your busy
studying schedules Thx,sday
night at 8 and come down to the
Pit, release some tension, and
see some great boxing matches.
Let's make this the best Fraternity Boxing Championships yet,
and give the United Way a
donation we all can be proud of
this year.
Paul Horgan, chairman
fraternity boxing
championship committee

Over a period of time. several
pieces of art have been noted as
missing from areas around campus. As a result, an investigation
into the matter is now taking
place.
It is unfortunate that a few
wish to deprive the many of
art's pleasure and its aesthetic
and educational value.

These thefts may require the
Art Collection to restrict the
distribution of art on campus.
Naturally, it is preferable that all
may continue to enjoy- and learn
from the collection in public
areas of the university.
Therefore. I am asking all
concerned members of the
academic and local community
to help in finding these pieces
and presenting further thefts.

II you have any information
that might lead to the recovery
of art belonging to the university please contact me at
581-3256.
I hope that the campus and
community can work together
to insure the safety of the art
that is so valuble to us all.
Diana Emery- Hulick
director, Art Galleries

Saying "no" to patriotism
To the editor:
I'd like to call attention to the
page one photograph a week
ago(The flails' Maine Campus,
4.'171 of cannon, balls, and flag.
The lead story last Wednesday
happened to symbolize a civil
liberty we still possess. Mark
Puglisi suggested to our student

government that today we may
indeed have a voice. The
"patriotic scene" discouraged
me and dulls the potential for
great editorial impact. Cries of
"yes patriotism" negate any
consciousness-raising previously
accomplished by the top article
dealing with an issue The Campii s has only minimally

elaborated upon since. In 1985,
how can instruments of war be
"part of the beauty of spring"
as the caption alleges? Modern
cannon aren't plugged so let's
all say "no" to patriotism.

Duff Plunkett
438 Knox Hall

Ed Hansen

The fundamental difference

efinition — university:
Common — An institution dedicated to higher
learning and public service. _
Aceto's — I: A place to employ administrator+,
directors, managers, secretaries, junior administrators, assistant directors, managerial aids and
secretarial secretaries. 2: A place to bring in
educators and students in order to provide funds for
administrators, directors, managers, secretaries, etc.
There you have it. The fundamental difference in
perceived purpose and goals that creates conflict between the students and the adminstration at UMO.
The university staff have come to feel that they are
running something more than a university. A
municipality? A government? An authoritarian
gerontocracy? Who can say what demented things
occupy- the thoughts of small-minded men in positions of power. Several things have contributed to
this problem over the past few years ...
The state agreed to pay the chancellor more than
any other government employee, including the
governor.
The decline of control over, and effectiveness of.
safeguard over the
Trustees
—
the
the Board of
university — to the point when: it is little more than
a "good 01' boys" club_
,

The success of the university's threat to end set'ices to the state unless funding was incased.
The state's assessment of college students as "wild
children unleashed amongst the sins of mankind and
in dire need of restraint -'control for their own moral
and physical safety."
The administration has built itself an ivory
pedestal and here it sits, the nation-state of UNIO,
a self perpetuating bureaucracy-. Freedom? Rights?
Needs? Sure, all your want, as long as it doesn't inconvenience some two-bit pencil pusher with a penchant for triplication. Entertainment? Tun, we've got
V.D. seminars and peer discussion groups ALL YOU
WANT! Just don't plan on having friends over to
comume the devil's firewater without first filling out
form 10-Aa w it h the consent of your R.A. and RD..
Ott, and do no( forget a complete guest list alone
with the serial number of the keg -and all at least
24 hours in advance.
Representative government? Hell yes! You'se got
the General Student Senate who is very intently.
listened to by somebody, somewhere, sometimes,
maybe ... but then promptly forgotten. `Mu also have
a president and vice president'who are avidly working improving their image, pleasing the press and
eating breakfast with the Rt. Hon. Aurthur
Johnson.

Justice? Boy, lots and lots of justice and it's
almost like the real thing! With our conduct officer
you get to skip all of the tedious parts like juries,
.4sidence, proof, fair trials, and get right down to
The punishment part! Class struggle here? No, there
is the ruling staff, no problem there, and if the faculty doesn't get out of line by asking for more money
or anything then they're OK too. The students are
well under control and usually do what they arc told;
no struggle.
Why are we treated this way? Because this is
public property, for one, and for some reason that
gives the state all of our human rights — perhaps
by eminent domain. .Also, we are students and being such we are somewhat less than real property
tax-paying, flag-waving United States citizens. An
Itt year old gas station attendant is somehow more
responsible and respectable than a 22 year old college student. He's not subject to having his room
searched by his landlord and he can't be convicted
of improper behav or and punished without due
process of law as we ie. Perhaps the main reason
that .vur condition is now so desperate is because
'Sc put up with it. Did you vote in the last student
government election? Did you run? Have you chewed out your senator lately? Do you CNVIS care? - ACT NOW ... or forever hold your peace.
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Magazine
Author tells how U.S. aided Nazis in WW II
liar criminals traded military sper(;ts for
istielligence agtas)g
freedom rut
by Douglas Orin,
Staff Writer
the ground was broken by shine!
blades and a long duch was JUg IQ a
precise width and.siepth„ The ditch was
filled With 100 men and women lying
head to toe in a double layer.'They %ere
shot in pair,. two for each bullet to save
ammunition. A few more scoops of soil
were thrown on them to Start a new layer.
Infant, were not shot. They were simply
left to suffocate with the other bodies,
Die incident took place Oct. 20, 194:1- 1.11orrisow. Byelorussia widel_the dimButcher of lierrrisow;"
non
Dr. Stanislav Stankmich, a member of
the Russian intelligentsia w lio worked
for Nazi Germany,

Smirks.s ich went on to work for 20
'years at Radio I iberry in New York City and retired a United State,citizen on
the government payroll.
John Loftus, author of The Belorms
:Secret. downbed stankesich as one of
many Nazi war criminals smuggled out
of postwar Germans by the U.S. State
Departirient into new, anonymous lives
in the United Slates and South America.
Loftus is a former Justisc department
inveWigator .w hose ground- breakine
book renewed the search for Nazi war
criminals throughout the world. Loftus
spoke in the -Memorial Union Stirridaynight before more than 100 male as
-run of-this week's Holocaust tem.,
hrance actiyities at US.10.
In 1981 Loftus said he received special
clearance to search through 'acres of
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W. C. Bryant & Sons as a service to consumers will be offering a diamond
seminar from 6:00-8:00-Thursday evenings
Aprif 11, 18, & 25.

classified files fora better picture of L.S. Stankevich was uncovered as a 'war
intelligence activities during and after criminal while living in New Jersey. He
died -in his steep two weeks before his
World .1Arar 11.
%vital he tonna was piles of evidence trial u-as to begin.
. .
of U.S. assistance to Nazis ip_exchangeblifexplained that most Nanr war
tor their tar secrets. According to Lof- criminals are in their 6(1s and 70s and
tus, American and British intelligence May be. dead in ten years.
"I was the last pet-sort-to see those
were certain World JA'ar III was not far
away and considered many Nazi officers classified files for maybe 40 years."
prime sources of information on the nets loft us said. "I might be the last person
"Sos io threat." •
able to do anything."
-- Loftus said one of the worst legacies
In 1945, President Harry Truman

"If the Holocaust is to have any meaning it is this: men who kill children will
be hunted until they die."
—John Loftus
author of The Belarus Secret

•

of the Holocaust is-most-peoples indiffemme toward it.
"The crime of our generation is indifference. The average American doesn't
care if a Nazi war criminal lives next
door as long as his lawn is mowed."
Loftus said.
Loftus said the obstacles confronting
Nazi hunters go beyond the dwindling
number of war criminals still in hiding.
While he worked at the Justice department there were 20 lawyers and 800 war
crimes -cases ready to be investigated.
The result is that only a handful 01
criminals can be brought to trial.
Loftus stated bluntly that many Nazis
will never be broughr to trial "because
they know too much."
- "They know too much about the people who smuggled them to freedom."
Loftus argued strongly against the
belief that the Holocaust couldn't happen again.
"It's happening again in Cambodia
and Central America. And it you don't
believe it's happening again you're
wrong."
When asked G.,•iLI,t;ig th,tla.. Is.
learned • from the Holocaust Loftus
responded,"lithe Holocaust is to have
tiny meaning it is this: men who kill
children is ill he hunted until they die.
•

The University
Orchestra
presents

We hope you will take this opportunity to
conte in and ask questions about
diamonds you want answered. We are
located at 46 Main St.- in downtown
Bangor. Tel. 947-6548.
hymrimpa•

Illroodl

A Midst
now ph

ru,l,red that Nazis could not be used for
spy Mg if they were in the S.S. they had
performed esperiments with human subjects or - if they. were wanted as war
criminal,.
One sector of the state department,
the Office of Policy and Coordination,
deliberately evaded the order to secure
strategic Nazi informers. Loftus said the
OCP forged dossiers of Nazis, including
rivAo scientist Werner Yon Braim, to
deceive the president and and Congress.
[his "Mutiny," as Loftus called it,
led to the use of hundreds of Nazis as
U.S. spies. In return, the Nazis escaped
the Nuremburg war trials, where many
... of their colleagues were condemned to.
death-for their actions.
!onus emphasized that OCP was a
small group and 9flpercent of U.S. intelligence was attempting to bring Nazis
to justice. While the newly formed Central Intelligence Agency chased Nazis the
OCP was hiring them.
—
According to Loftus, it was not just
hand
not
knowing
a case of the right
Si hat the left was doing . but, "the right
it g
--the right Irand
was doing."
Butcher of Borrisow" was otter
such Nazi who lived hit. life in anonymity
:old treedom. In 1978, Stan islas

Joseph- Wigget &
Lisa Boucher
0

•
•

Winners of the
University Concerto Competition

Wednesday, April 24
8:00 p.m.
Neville War
Tickets on sale at the Memorial Union
Ticket Office, 581-1240
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Lecture
and
Discussion:
"India: Where does it go from here?"
Prof. Doug Allen, Philosophy. Lown
Rooms, Memorial Union. 12 p.m.
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Speech Communication Colloquium.
John Sherblom: "Communication
Satisfaction and Convergence." No.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
3:30 p.m.
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Bret Lincoln plays the mischievous Puck in 4 Midsummer Night's Dream
presented h. Maine Masque Theater. (PIC'S Photo>
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Botany and Plant Pathology Seminar.
Robert Wick, UNIass Suburban
Experiment Station: "Interaction of
flex crenate and Endontycohhhizae
and Thielaviopsis basicola."
113 Deering 4:10 p.m.

,

Civil Engineering Graduate Student
Seminar. Mike Gray. "Pulp and Paper
Mill Residuals Reduction to Minimize
Sludge Production."
359 Aubert 4:10 p.m.
Public Lecture. Gary Wegner, Dartmouth College: "How Stars End
Their Lives. 't Spbnsored by the
American Astronomical Society. 100
Neville 7 p.m.
Holocaust Documentary:
"Genocide" Narrated by Orson Welles and Elizabeth Taylof.Discinsion. 100 Nutting 8 p.m.

Maine Masque.'Theater.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
Hauck Auditorium, admission 8 p.m.

•

Its Julie E. Hopkins.
Feature Writer

One of William Shakespeare's most
popular plays. .4 Midsummer Night's
Th111111, will be performed this week by
the Maine Masque Theater.
A story of love mistaken identities
and magic, it is Shakespeare's most
popular comedy.
Directing the play is LIMO theater

professor Arnold Colbath. Colbath said
he decided to direct the play after last
year's visit by the Royal Shakespeare
Company.
"The students said we should start doing more Shakespeare," he said. "I'm
not about to turn down students who are
interested in Shakespeare."
There are three basic plots interwoven
in the play. First, four young losers
wander into the woods at night and fall
in lose with the wrong people.

SURVIVAL IN THE VOID
by

John Buckley
WARNING: This book, written from an original
point of view in a brilliantly imaginative style, is not
intended to entertain you. Its purpose is to provoke
a thoughtful reappraisal of OUT Western worldview
and its consequent lifestyle, and it might disturb
r peace of mind. Published in hardcovers at
$10.50. plus $2.00 handling and postage. it is
available prepaid with check or money order only
from:

Second, a group of laborers rehearse
a play and become victims of a prank
played by a mischievous sprite.
Third, the king and queen of a fairy
hand are engaged in a battle ONVT possession of a changeling boy.
"Shakespeare integrates the plots in a
Fantastic way," Colbath said. "And
he's sers skillful at untangling complicated plots. He does it very easily."
Colbatli said his approach to the play
is energetic and physical.

will be accepted until
12 noon, Wednesday, April 24
Applications are available in
Room 107_Lord Hall
Interviews will be held on
Monday, April 29
at 10:00 a.m. - 102 Lord Hall
These are salaried positions

Colbath said the play has a "quality
of lightness" and all the plots unwind to
"happy" conclusions.
A Midsummer Night's Dream will be
performed at 8 p.m. in Hauck
-Auditorium- April- 23 -27. Tickets a*'
mailable at I he Memorial Union ticket
booth.

YOU CAN SAVE YOUR
rt COUNTRY...

...AND WIN A
$10,000
SCHOLARSHIP!

PASSKEY-DISTRIBUTOR
P.O. BOX 1026
DEKALB, IL 60115

Applications for
Editor & Business Manager
of the Maine Campus, Prism
and editor of The Maine Review

—The play needs to be very physical.
It's called forthat in ingredients of the,
play."

Federal deficit spending endangers
your future Right now,the federal
government is spending $4 for
every S3 it takes in It doesn't take an economist to figure out that
when you spend more than you
make, you're in trouble
And tederal deficit spending is
getting all of us into trouble Starting
a career is tough enough without
having to struggle with a wounded
economy It the deficit catches up
with us. inflation. killing industries
and job shortages could be the
results
It's important that our decision
makers know how you leel about
the deficit to get them to act
now.. You can let them know by
entering the 'You Can Save Your
Country' National Essay Contest
Well make sure that the President

and Congress receive a copy ot
your essay PLUS. you can win a
510.000 scholarship or one of three
S2.500 scholarships
Contact your Student Government
()nice for contest details, or write
National Essay Contest_ Institute at
Financial Education. III East
Wacker Drive, Chicago. IL 60601
But hurry, Entries must be received
by April 29. 1985. _
_
.
the INSTITUTE of
financial education
III E AST YAWNER DRIVE
CHICAGO ILLINOIS ONO,
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Black Bear tennis team defeats Colby Mules,6-3
by's Mike Archibald and Jon Earl, 6-4,
3-6,-6-2.
Hansson and Aghoian jumped out to
_
a 4-0 lead-in the first Set, but Colby's
The tennis teim came through to win
duet
fought back, and on Aghoian's
two of the three doubles matches to
defeat Colby College 6-3 Tuesday in = volley that went long, cut the leacito 5-4.
The Bearrtook advantage of two Colby.
Orono improving Maine's record to 2-4.
errors, however, after being down 3-2 in
The Black Bears won four of the six
points to win the game 4-3 and the set
needed
to
win
singles matches and thus,
6-4.
only one doubles contest to seal the team
The first-team [ogee four points wins
victory. LIMO clinched the win when the
the game.
'
second doubles team of Jeff Courtney
In the second set Colby broke a 3-3
and Jim Cotton defeated their Colby
tie
and
won
the
final
three
games to take
counterparts, Ed Stewart and John
the set 6-3.
Miller, 6-2, 6-1.
The Bears switched the momentum
Courtney said they played more agback to their side at the beginning of the
gressive than the Colby duo.
third set and jumped out to a 4-0 lead.
"They had a lot of good returns, but
Hansson won the match for UMO when
we had to take the net away," Courthe hit a drop volley that Earl could not
ney said. "We lost our first two matches
get.
(of the season) by sitting back. Today we
Citiroine -said the doubles-teams-are
took the net away from them."
playing better.
Stewart and Miller did not win any of
"They know what they're doing
their serves and lost the match when they
together," "Chicoine said. "We've
hit a volley into the net.
worked on doubles and we're peaking at
"Mentally we were up," Cotton
the right time."
said. "I feel we're playing a lot better. I
"We approached well," Hansson
was confident."
said. "We cut them off at the'net."
UMO Coach Ron Chicoine said,
In singles action, the Black Bears won
"They've been improving. They can do
four of the six matches. No. I Courtney
something in the (New England) tourdefeated Archibald, 6-1,64 No. 3 Cotnament."
ton beat Stewart, 6-4,6-3; No.4 Aghoian
The Bears also won first doubles.
turned back Chris Whelan,0-6,6-0, 6-1;
Mats Hansson and captain Doug
and No.6 Bill Burns beat Rob Koff, 7-5,
Aghoian needed three sets to beat Col6-4.
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer'

Maine Campus
Office Hours
Editor - '
Monday to Friday - i to 5 p.m.

passed and 37 gat
and-tilt sit I hem; hi
road_
_
VAraibei permit
Will plus their fir,
veal at I p.m. Vie
Diamond w
iii
iii for a pail r
,
14,10
I lie Black Beal
ili11011 NiT111

si icak and louse
24-13. litisson br
Orono, has ing 'ph
Bates t Ofkge on
anjion.
Winkin stiff) h.:
Itallou,_ 2-3_ with
average, in the
- doubleheader an
— -4,tiibkr.4-0-with
the starting nod i
I he Bears' line
eh:trigs...as shorts'
designated hitter
ttint garlic C.1 the t
Mats Hansson (pictured those) and No, I doubles partner Doug Aghoian
heat CilliWs No. I doubles duo, 6-4, 3-6,6-2 Tuesday afternoon.(Morris photo)
Cotton said it was an important win
for the Black Bears.
"We needed the win to build our confidence heading into the New England
Championships," he said.

The N.E. Championships begin Friday at Babson College in Wellesley,
Mass..- Wednesday the Bears end their
regular season with a match at Thomas
College beginning at I p.m..

Red Sox edge Yankees
in 11 innings, 5-4
NEW YORK (AP) — Dwight
Evans drove in his second run of
the game with an 11th-inning single
and the Boston Red Sox scored
two unearned runs to heat the New'
York Yankees for the fourth
straight time this season 5-4 Tuesday night.
Marty Barret started the inning
off with a single off New York
relief ace Dave Righeth. El. and
Jackie Gutierrez sacrificed. Wade

Boggs beat out an infield single up
the middle a, Barret went to third
and Evans' single to left broke the
The winner was Bobby Ojeda,
2-0, who allowed one hit over the
final I innings. Until the Boston
run, Righeiti had posted an
unblemished record with four saves
plus a victory, accounting for all
five of the Yankee triumphs

Business Office Monday - Wednesday. Friday- 1 to 4 p.m.
Photo Editor Monday - Wednesday Friday- 10 - 12 a.m.
Tuesday Thursday - 11 - 12 a.m.
Advertising Office Monday to Friday - 1 to 4 p.m.
.

Piease oe advised that our deadline for -receiving'
advert ingTs7-0.m .WiddayS ptiOr TO'OUP1ECK10-6.
Pubtra,.or -cif tateinaleJtalb cannot-belp.lalauttlTo avoid loss or confusion, please leave ad
copyfmate7ials with an advertising manager, in the
advertising office. We are not responsible for copy
left or thle floor, tacked up on the door. etc
i.iank you for your cooperation in helping us
serve you better
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Baseball team to play first home games today
Ins Jerry Tourigny
--Stall Writer '

les, 6-
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noon. I Sloth, photo)
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I here's no place like home. And
nobody knows that any better than
coach lolin Winkin and the Maine
baseball team.
Since the'season began. 48 days have
passed arid 37 games haw been plasedandall of them. hase been played on the
road.
Unifier permitting, the Black Bears
a ill play their I irst home games of the
.11 I p.m. Wednesday at Slahaney
Diamond is hen the Husson Brases come
to iodn for a pair of sewn inning game,.
I lie Black Rears come into WednesIts s aoion %COI a nine-game w inning_
sticak and have an twerall record of
24-13. - 1-hisson brings a 7-4 record to
Orono, has ing split a doubleheader with
Monday in its mom reMites t
cent action.
Winkin saftl he will start junior Mike
Ballott. 2-3 'with _a 6.75 earned run
aserage„ in the first game of the
- doubleheader and sophomore Stew
4-0-with-a-64t8-FRA, will go
the starting nod in the nightcap. I. he Bears' lined, will feature a few
changes as shortstop Mike Bordiek and
designated hitter Rob Roy will miss the
firm game cut the twin bill because of Cs-

am',. Dan Et/Weiler will fill in for Bordick in the first game and sophomore
Key in Shea will make his first appearance of the year starting in right
field. Dan Kane will take Roy's spot as
the DH.
%Cilikin said he is going to start
frediman catcher Mike Verrill behind the
plate in the second game and if Roy cannot play in the nightcap, Winkin may in-X.11 Bill Reynolds into the DH spot and
mow Kane. to right field.
"It feels good to play at home,"
Winkin said, "after playing 37 games
assay. The field (Nlahaney Diamond)is
in great shape."
_
. TIRtsson s evpectedfarting pitchers
will be Rod Wilson.-Who will throw in
the firm game, and Al Paradis will pitch
in the second game.
Rick Bernardo continues to lead the
team
hitting as the junior first
baseman currently sports a .370 average
with a•team leading 10 doubles. Senior
Bill McInnis is right behind Bernardo,
hitting .369 and the center fielder leads
their.= in RBI with 36—
Kane is third on the-team in hitting
with a .366 aserage and he is followed
Ins Roy at- .347. Left fielder Gary
I _aPietre isythe team's leading freshman
hitter with a .347 batting aserage.

Center fielder Bill !McInnis leads the Black Bears in RBI with 36 on the season
and is hitting .369 in the year. (lanes photo:

Cavaliers beat Birdless Celtics in Game 3, 105-98
lain -quarter rally that carried the Celtics
RI(HUIFI I). Ohio (Al')
ithin a point at 58-57.
Bird Of 110 lorry Bad, the Boston Celtic,
ale the defending National Basketball
Wednian had four of Boston's eight
champions,
and
a
s
ictory.
Nssoeiation
unanswered points to start the final
,,,er them is to be cherish.
quarter, online the Cleveland lead. to
So said Cleveland Caseher,' coach
t issirge Karl after his team stayed alise
Willman then hit two long jumpers
it the lirst'round of the NBA playoffs
and Robert Parish made an inside shot
iii a 105-98 s',lois over Boston on
bring the Celtic, within two points
to
luesilay itiglti
„tint to the „layers „net tIne game,- __Three more Mies at 88-86, 90-88 arid
92-90, hut each time Cleveland answered
'Be proud about tonight. 13on't let Larry
baskets:
Bird not playing take away- from what we ssit h
did!" Karl said. "I hat team probably
Bird has been troubled In bursitis and
"Ills 55 regular season games without
1 arry Bird, instead of 63 with -him':
1•i
-et a brilliant performance by Boston's
Son t Wedman, who hilled in for Bird.
- Viednian,---howeven toot - Bird's plat,
in the starting lineup and ,Cored 30
points. including- 12 in -the finin
smarter. Bird had aseraged 35 points a
!•anie in the Celtics' t.t) s iciciries tner
lewland.
.
I lie Casaliers led -6-66 eillerilig IIIC
1 - .• A third!nil spi..-- 01
-

Now Showing
Apartments for Fall
Semester

"Good friends
don't let
good friends
smoke cigarettes:'
41PAANECIICAN CAN

1,2,3,4,5 Bedrooms
Walking Distance to
U.M.O.

Ekelund Properties
866-2516 -

SOCIIM

IEEE
20 mile Bike a Thon
to benefit the Orono Child Day Care Center.
Riders interested in sponsor sheet info or persons wishing to contribute - call Janice at
581-2224.
Ride will be Sunday April 28th at 10:00 am.

bone chips in his right elbcni and was left
al the Celtics' hotel.
.
The victory before a sellout crowd of

20,900 was Cleveland's first Dyer the
Celtics since January 1983, snapping a
streak of 17 losses.
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Prints
and Slides
from the same roll
Kodak MP film . .. Eastman Kodak's professional motion picture
(MP)film now adapted for still We in 35mm tnnetaa by Seattle
FilmWorks. Its micro-fine grain and rich color saturation meet the
exacting standards of Me movie industry. With uncle exposure
latitude, you don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or
capture wecial effects. Shoot in low or bright light from 200 ASA
up to 12(X) ASA. Get prints or slicks, or bot( from the same rntlEnjoy the latest in photographic technology at substantial savings.

"there has long been the dream ofonefilm that could
produce everything. . . Such afilm Ls here now in
—
theform of5247..." —MOOR RN PHOTOGRAPHY

OFFER
INTRODUCTORY
Cl Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your leading KODAK MP film

—

Kocl.k 52479 (200 ASA). Enclosed is WO.I'd like to be able to get
the
color prints or slides (or both) from the same roll and
remarkable versardrry of thu professorial quality film.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP
L•wal'As

cumemer

2369
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
WO Third AVCTIUt West, P.O. Box C.34(156
Seattle, WA 96124
.19114 Sew& FimoWoh,

ra 24 • oeporred trwirerori :4 -5, 6.,,.., KlarlY Com.exe
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by Cindy Stocks
S.H.O.P. II
Habits...habit can be either positive
or negative and life-denying. Which
ever direction they take, habits' are
learned behaviors which repeat
themselves over and over again. Is
there some habit which you have been
trying to break? Maybe it is chewing
your fingernails, smoking, or overeating. Whatever the case, most of us
have at least one habit we have tried
to change, yet have failed. Since the
habit is usually being fueled by a needwhich is not being fulfilled, it makes
sense that the habit would be hard to
change. For example, if you overeat
when you become anxious, your
"solution" doesn't fulfill your need to
deal with the anxiety, rather it causes
more problems which make you more
anxious. You need a solution that
doesn't create new problems.
However, will power not to resist is
not the answer, because the more you
resist the more energy you pour into
it, nourish it, and give life to it.
Therefore, saying, "I want " just
adds fuel to the fire.
To begin changing a habit, make

Hard Habit To Break.
four lists:
I. list the reasons you want to stop
this-behavior.
2. list the reasons you don't want to
stop this behavior.
3. using the first two lists as a guide,
list what needs the habit might be
fulfilling.
4. list all the helpful, alternative ways
you can fulfill this need.
Each of these lists be condemned to
the three To_ _five most important
items.
Having made these four lists, completely relax yourself. Visualize in
your mind's eye as clearly as possible
the way you would be if you were free
from the habit you want to change.
Picture the way you would look, feel,
and behave. See this as clearly with
as much detail as possible (the more
detail, the better the results). Notice
that in this visualization you are envisioning things positively with no
trace of denial. Next, visualize
yourself engaging in the alternative.
nurturing way of fulfilling your need,
and feel good about it. At this point

Chlamydia
A Sexually Transmitted Disease

some nurturing, relaxing activity to
come out of your relaxed state, and,
be your ritual, If you have the desire
if possible, do the last thing you
to partake of the old habit, tell
visualized yourself doing. This greatly
yourself, "You can do that, but first
increases the power of suggestion.
you have to " For example, "All
If you do this consistently, over a
right, you can smoke as much as you
short period of time you should begin
want, but first you must go outside
to see some modification in your
and take ten deep breathes giving_
behavior. Because the mind cannot- them your full attention? You are dodistiRguish between a created
ing this voluntarily because you want
memory, you are creating a new image of yonrself in your mind. Avoid------to-explore new approaches-.Whatever
you decide to do when you come in
thetrap_ofletting resistance enter at
from outside is 0.K?
this point; just let this gentle apThese are just a few techniques that
proach do its own work. It will be
you can use to tap into a very powernatural, not induced from denial or
ful resource, your mind. Our minds
feelings of self-recrimination. This
have far greater performance potenapproach works because WU are helptial than we ever demand of it. If you
ing yourself by choosing a nuturing
have a habit that you can't quite seem
behavioir instead of hurting yourself
to break, give this approach a try. It
more by the using a harmful behavior.
can't hurt and you might discover that
You are no longer torn in self-conflict,
you've been carrying the solution,
because now instead of choosing betyour mind's power, with you all
ween two negative alternatives, you
along. Or, if you would like more incan choose between a negative and a
formaiion,call the SHOP 11 office at
positive. Which alternative would you
581-4769 and request a positive thinkchoose?
ing for your group or residence hall.
Supplementing this habit changing
process is the use of riturals. Find

Homophobia

by Andrew Jones
Peer Sexuality Program
Homophobia is an irrational fear
of homosexuals. People who are
by Kenneth B. Liberty
homophobic gelnerally have many
Peer Sexuality Educator
misconceptions about homosexuality.
discharge from the vagina which does
The general feeling about STD's is
This fear may be expressed by name
not necessarily have a bad odor,
that "it can't happen to me." Welt, I
calling, "queer", "faggot", and other
vaginal pain, pain in the pelvic region
don't have to tell you how untrue that
demeaning remarks as well as
that is not Unlike menstrual cramps,
is. It CAN happen to you. You don't
physical violence. This latter reaction
nausea,
an
increase
in
the
frequency
have to be poor (or rich), or young
resulted in the murder of Charlie
and urgency to urinate, and/or pain
(or old), or homosexual(or heterosexHoward this past summer. Once the
during urination. Possible symptoms
ual). STD's aren't biased. They can
stereotypes/myths are discussed, peoin males are: discharge from the
happen to anyone who is sexually acple will see both homosexuality and
urethra, an increased'urgency and fretive and this doesn't mean just those
heterosexuality for what they are -- a
quency to urinate, and pain during
who are having sexual intercourse,
sexual
preference.
urination. Males may also feel a dull
either.
Some people believe that the
-- pain in the legion oftheiriower back,
, Most STD's go for what is know/IF
homosexual
population has increasaround their rectum, centered betas mucous membranes - the eyes,ed for various reasons - the women's
ween their legs.
mouth, urethra; vagina and anus.
movement and/or increased proTesting for Chlamydia may be difThis is where they enter the body.
miscuity in the U.S. on the whole. To
ficult. The best lab test as yet is only
Some STD's don't even restrict
the
extent that the rest of the populaup to 80% reliable.
themselves to mucous membranes.
tion
is growing, the homosexual
Treatment
is
most
often
10-14
days
They can enter ths body on virtually
population will also grow. However,
on an oral antibiotic. This is usually
any expanse of skin.
the
relative
number has remained the
followed up with a second exam to see
Now, when I say STD's what
same. Perhaps that it's just easier to
diseases come to mind? Probably _that the syptoms have cleared. Treatment with Chlamydia can be difficult.' "come out" today than it was say 30
gonorrhea and syphilis, right? Maybe
years ago that homosexuality seems
Its success rates vary.
even genital herpes. Well, I've got a
- to be "more common?
Chlamydia is likely to cause sterility
new one for you: Chlamydia.
The Kinsey Report in--I-97-2
(amongst other things) if not treated. —
Doctors at Cutler Health Center
estimated that 10% of the population
Take it upon yourself to learn the
are seeing quite a few cases of
was
homosexual. Other estimates
facts about STD's especially if you are
Chlamydia.
have ranged from 4% to 20%. Given
at all sexualy active. If you think you
What is Chlamydia? Chlamydia is
the
Kinsey
estimate, there are roughly
have something wrong, go to Cutler
a sexually transmitted disease. Symp23 million homosexuals in the U.S. toHealth Center or the Bangor STD
toms usually appear anywhere from
day and approximately 1,100 gay and
Clinic and get yourself checked out.
2-30 days after contact. Those who
lesbian students attending U.M.O.
All services are strictly confidential.
get symptoms may consider
Homosexuals have always existed and
If you would like to know more
themselves lucky. Some people may
always
will exist.
about STD's please contact the Peer
contract STD's and have, no sympOther myths include that homosexSexuality Program in the basement of
toms at all. Chlamydia's symptoms in
uals
are
promiscuous and that their
Hancock Hall (tel. 581-4769).
females include a thick, yellowish
relationships are based on just sex. It
is true, due to the negative attitudes
This page is written and paid for by
Residential Life
and society's expectations that

homosexuals experience more stress
in their relationships. However,
homosexuals are no more promiscuous than heterosexuals. In addition, there is just as much loving.
caring, and sharing in homosexual
relationships. Sex is only one aspect
of any relationship.
This past November, we saw the
connection that was drawn between
the ERA and Gay Rights Bill. In each
case, some people said that the bill
would create a "homo-heaven"; that
homosexuality would increase. Actually, the purpose of the Gay Rights
Bill is to extend the Human Rights
Act to everyone regardless of their
"sexual orientation?
The best way to discuss these myths
and others .is through open discussion/education. It is through this
discussion that we are able to
recognize the prejudice we each hold.
Once these myths are dispelled, people will begin to realize that homosexuals are like everyone else; that their
sexual Preferences is just one aspect
of their personality.
The Peer Sexuality Program has a
workshop in which these and other
myths that form the base of
homophobia are discussed. If interested in this workshop or others Body Image, Male Reproductive
Health, Love & Sexual Intimacy, Sexual Values and Self-Esteem,
Men/Women Sharing, Birth Control,
Sexually Transmitted Diseases, contact the Peer Sexuality Office in the
basement of Hancock Hall at
581-4769.
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